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1. INTRODUCTION 
If V(X, t) is a finite energy solution of the wave equation vtt - LIP = 0 in 
lkQ’& (n odd > 3), it is a known result that its kinetic and potential energies are 
asymptotically equal to half of the total energy, this latter being preserved for 
all times: 
This result on equipartition of energy first appeared in [4 Corollary 2.3, p. 1061. 
Other references are [1, 2, 71. Now, letting u = (IJ+, vs, ,..., P)~,)~ we can write 
the wave equation as a symmetric hyperbolic system, i.e., a first-order system 
(*> 
where the Aj’s are Hermitian symmetric matrices, Aj* = A, (Here, we actually 
get real symmetric matrices). In this form, however, the above-mentioned 
equipartition of energy can be rephrased in terms of the components of u. 
Therefore, we are naturally led to ask whether some kind of partition of energy 
holds for symmetric hyperbolic systems. 
In this note we present a theorem that answers this question for the so-called 
uniformly propagative systems. These systems, which govern many of the wave 
propagation phenomena of classical physics, were introduced by Wilcox in [S]. 
Our proof is based on a Parseval type theorem for the Radon transform. 
2. THE RADON TRANSFORM 
Given a function f~ Y (the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions), 
its Radon transform is defined by 
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( see [3, 4, 51). The following properties are immediate from the 
definition: 
(2.1) (i) j(-S, -w) =f(s, w), 
(ii) j has support in [-I?, R] x Snpl if f has support in {s I i .T 1 2: R] 
(iii) (2f12Yj)^ = eo,(2j/ias). 
It can be shown that W maps Y(R”) in a l-l continuous fashion into 
.Y(rW _. S’,l-l). Also, for n odd ;> 3, let us denote by L the differential operator 
c,,(~~~s)("-.l) '2, where c,~ is a suitable constant (see [5]), and define 
@: 9yFP) - .-Y(R ‘X Y-1) (2.2) 
by @j :- Lf, i.e., @ = LW. Then, the following theorem (Parseval’s formula 
for .9?) holds: 
rrHEORERI 2.1, For an! f E -“(BP), 
as n unitary* mapping from all of L’2( FP) onto L”( R ?< Y- ‘). 
The proof of this theorem as well as many other results on the Radon transform 
can be found in [3, 51. 
3. hIAIN RESULT 
Consider a symmetric hyperbolic system 
(The -4,‘s are p x p Hermitian symmetric matrices and u = U(X, t) is a complex 
p ..: 1 (column) matrix). Let us recall that, given a smooth solution of (*) 
with initial datum f E .Y(W, O), its “energy” E[u(., t)] = xy=, s 1 uj Ia dx is the 
same for all time t and equals the energy off. In fact, these solutions generate 
a group of unitary operators U,,(t), t E [w, on the Hilbert space *a = L2([w”, Cl’) 
(see [4], e.g.). And, for f E ZO, u(., t) = U&t)f is called the “finite energ! 
solution” of (F) with initial datumf. (Of course, u(., t) is not in general a solution 
of (s) in the classical sense.) 
According to Wilcox [8], we call (w) “uniformly propagative” if the charac- 
teristic roots h,(t) of =2 . 6 = I:=, tj;Zj h ave constant multiplicity and constant 
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algebraic sign for all 6 = (5, ,..., 5,) E W\(O). In this case, we can write the 
characteristic polynomial of A . w, w E ,9-l, as 
p(h, w) = (A - h,(w))” -** (A - Ak(W))““, 
where the h,(w)‘s are distinct and have multiplicity m,, respectively, &mu =p. 
Besides, since each A . eu is diagonalizable, its minimal polynomial is given by 
q(k 4 = (A - h(w)) *-- (A - b(w)>, 
and the Hamilton-Cayley theorem asserts that 
q(A . w, w) = 0. (3.1) 
Let us define the polynomials p,(h, w) = njzp (h,(w) - h,(w))-‘(A - hi(w)), 
p = I,..., k, and put 
P,(w) = P,(A . w, 4. (3.2) 
LEMMA 3.1. For any w E 9--l, the PJw)‘s satisfy 
(9 puw * = PI&4 
(ii) P,(w) P,(w) = 0 ifp # v, 
(iii) & P,(w) = I. 
The proof is clear in view of (3.1) and A . w* = -4 . w. We conclude that 
P,(w) is an orthogonal 
r 
rejection onto its range X,(w) and the direct sum 
decomposition C P = @,,=I X,(w) holds. In fact, X,,(w) is the eigenspace 
associated with h,(w) since (3.1), (3.2) imply 
(A . w - A,(w)) P,(w) = P,(w)(A . w - A,(w)) = 0. (3.3) 
LEMMA 3.2. If 11(x, t) is the solution of (*) with initial datum f E Y(W, CD), 
its Radon transform is given by 
zi(s, w; t) = r: P,(w)f(s - A,(w) t, w). 
LL=l 
P~ooj. Since 24 satisfies au/at + Cj”-I &(&j&J = 0, 21(x, 0) = f(x), we 
have from (2. I)(iii) that zZ(s, w; t) is the unique solution of ati/at + A . w(%/as) = 0 
with initial datum Q(s, w; 0) =f(s, w). On the other hand, 
v(s, w; t) “zf i P,(w)f(s - A,(w) t, w) 
LL=l 
clearly satisfies &/at + A . w(&/&) = 0 and v(s, w; 0) =f(s, zc’), in view of 
(3.3) and Lemma 3.l(iii). Hence v = ti. 
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sow, given any p x p matrix M, we define the bounded operators 
Mu = MP,(.)@, p = I,..., k, (3.4) 
mapping LI(W’, Cl) into I,*@ x P-l, Cl’). And, for ~EP(R”, C”), we put 
the “dl-energ>,” off (111 . 11) denotes the norm in L”(R Y Sri-r, Cl’)). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let u be a jinite energy solution of (*) with initial datum 
f EL”(W, C”). Th en, the energy of Mu approaches the M-energy off as t + ,x, 
z.e., 
1,‘: 1~ Mu(*, t)i1* = E&J[f]. 
Furthermore, iff has compact support, I/ Mu(., t)ll* = EM[f ] for all t :> some t, . 
Proof. First, let us assume that f is smooth and has support contained in 
the ball {X I x / < R}. Then, by (2.l)(ii),f(s, W) = 0 for 1 s 1 3 R, and hence 
AZ, f (s, w) -= 0 for ( s 1 > R, any CL. Now, in view of Lemma 3.2 and observing 
that L = ~-,(?/&)(~-r)/~ commutes with M and PU(w), we can write 
@(Mu) (s, w; t)1* = 1 fl LMPU(w)f?(s - X,(w) t, s) jZ 
= j zl Mp,(w)Lf^(s - L(w) t, 20) /* 
= 1 ,f MUf (s - h,(w) t, w) /: 
/(I @(Mu) (t)il:* = i [ Ia / MUf (s - h,(w) t, w)l* ds dzu 
“-1 ‘s”-l’Lar, 
+ c j- I4 (MUf (s - X,(w) t, w), M,,f (s - h,(w) t, w)? ds dw 
Uf” s-1 --z 
Making the change of variable p = s - A,(w)t in the inner integrals above gives 
@ = Eh([f ] for all t and @ = 0 for t >, t, = 2R/ol, 
LY = inf / A,(w) - hy(w)l . 
l&v 
r&Y-’ 
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Therefore, using Theorem 2.1, we get 
II m4.2 a2 = Ill ~(~4(t>lll’ = EM[fl Vt 3 4) , 
and the result follows in this case. 
Finally, for a generalfELa([Wn, CD), we consider an approximating sequence 
fm E C,a( W, O), m = 1, 2,, . . , for f in L2(Rn, C*) and use what we just proved 
for thef,,‘s, observing that EM&] --f EJf] as m -+ co, in view of the bounded- 
ness of the &f,l’s. 
Now, the choices M(5, ,..., [,)’ = (0 ,..., & ,..., O)*, for each i = I,..., p, yield 
the result on partition of energy: 
COROLLARY 3.4. If u is a jinite energy solution of (s), then there exist Ej = 
Ei[u(., 0)], j = l,..., p, such that 
F-2 j / uj I2 dx = Ei . 
As another consequence of Theorem 3.3, we rediscover the result on equi- 
partition of energy for the wave equation: 
COROLLARY 3.5. Given any finite energy solution cp of the wave equation 
vtt - dg, = 0, we haae 
hij Ivti2dx=li+ij ( VP, I2 dx = 4. j (I ~~(0))~ + / Vp)(O)1*) dx. 
Proof. We write qtt - dp, = 0 in the form (*) where 
0 
a a - -- . . . -- 
ax, 3% 
a -- 
ax, 
a 0 -- 
ax, 
u = (vt , (Px, ,a**, P)r,Y, 4.Y 0) =f = (91 9 9JOZ1 v..*, P)or,Y. (VOW = v(x, O), PllW = 
&x, 0) are the initial data of ~(x, t).) 
The distinct eigenvalues of A . w are found to be h,(w) E - 1, h2(w) z 0, 
ha(w) = 1 and an easy computation shows that PI(w) = $A . w(A . w - II, 
P2(w) = -(A . w + I)(A . w - I), Pg(w) = +A . w(A . w + I). Observing 
that3 = (+r , w,(W)+, ,..., w,(Ws)$o)t, we find P,(w)3 = B(& + (~+o/~~))eI(w), 
P,(w)3 = 0, P,(w){ = i(el - (~~,/~s)) e,(w), where e,(w) = (1, wr ;..., w#, 
es(w) = (1, -WI ,..., -w,)~ are eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues 
h,(w) = -- 1, AZ(w) = 1, respectively. 
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Choosing M defined by iLZ(l;,, ,..., 5,)’ = (5,) 0 ,..., O)f, we easily compute 
the M-energy off (see (3.4), (3.5)): 
Finally, since ~(~/?s)(L&Jl’ 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.3 impI> 
4. FINAL REMARKS 
(1) An analog of Theorem 3.3 holds for a system with variable coefficients 
E(x) g + f Ai g F 0, 
j=l . i 
as long as its solutions behave asymptotically as solutions of a (free) uniformly 
propagative system such as (*). This will be the case under suitable assumptions 
on the coefficients. In [6], for instance, systems of the form E(x)(&/Zt) + 
Cy=l Aj( ih/2Xj) =I 0 ( 4. L 3 constant) are considered. There, .it is shown that if 
) E(X) - I ) + 0 “fast enough” as 1 x ) --f co then, for a “certain” class of 
solutions u(., t), there exist (free) solutions u+(., t) of Fu/ZV + xy=, L4j(&4/Fxj) -0 
such that 
For such U’S it clearly follows that 
;i I’ illu(., Ol” = E&,1, 
where f+ = u+(., 0). 
(2) The M-energies defined in (3.5) p rovide a family of quadratic forms on 
XU = P(W, Co) whihh are invariant under the solution group Us(t), i.e., 
~MMlwfl = ~dfl, VfER., VfEEo. (4.1) 
These may lead to new useful identities for the known classical systems such 
as Maxwell equations, etc. Equation (4.1) can be checked directly from the 
definition (3.5) or, more easily, through the following fact which tells us how to 
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obtain quadratic forms on a Hilbert space that are invariant under a given 
uniformly bounded semigroup of operators: 
Let {T(t) 1 t 3 0} b e a uniformly bounded semigroup of operators on a Hilbert 
space &‘, i.e., for some K, /I T(t)11 < K, Vt > 0. If M is a bounded operator such 
that EM[f ] = lim,,, Ij MT(t) f iI2 exists for each f E X, then 
EdWfl = Edf I, vt 20, VfEE. 
The proof is obvious. 
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